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Veritas Resiliency Platform 3.2 offers
key features that can benefit large
enterprise businesses
Research comparison of Veritas Resiliency
Platform 3.2 and Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0
Executive summary
At Principled Technologies, we performed a detailed review
of publicly available information to compare two disaster
recovery tools: Veritas Resiliency Platform 3.2, and Zerto Virtual
Replication 6.0. Both products are solutions for continuous
data protection. These resiliency products center around
virtual machine (VM) replication, which allows organizations
to synchronize their protected VMs to hardware in other data
centers (or to the cloud) to defend against failure. While
protected, the secondary data center can quickly spin up
VMs in the event of disaster in the primary data center,
with little disruption to the applications. In this report,
we show how Veritas Resiliency Platform 3.2 could be a
better option than Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0 for large
enterprises with thousands of VMs that need protection.
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Replication features
While Veritas Resiliency Platform (VRP) and Zerto Virtual Replication offer similar
capabilities for basic virtual machine replication, VRP packages their functionality in
a way that benefits large enterprises that must protect thousands of machines and
workloads. Both the VRP Resiliency Group and Zerto Virtual Protection Groups (VPG)
allow users to select VMs to group together, service objective levels, networking
options, and more. However, VRP allows administrators to define many of these
parameters outside of the individual resiliency group. Users can predetermine
networking pairings between data centers,1 retention policies, and other SLA
definitions.2 When users create the VRP resiliency group, they can choose from predetermined values to expedite the process and to ensure resiliency groups comply
with company policy, all while helping to eliminate user error that can occur by
accidentally choosing the wrong values. In Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0, each VPG
requires the user to manually set the networking, SLA, and other settings each
time, which could lead to user error and would likely increase the time required for
initial setup.3
Another point of flexibility that VRP offers is their Virtual Business Service (VBS)
which allows users to group existing resiliency groups into larger bundles called
Business Groups. Each VBS allows users to set the priority of the individual
resiliency groups so that during disaster recovery, the highest priority applications
will be the first to return to functionality.4 Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0 allows users
to specify a boot order for VMs within a Virtual Protection Group, but that order
applies only to the VMs within that VPG.5 The VBS allows users to set different
service objectives for each resiliency group,6 group them in a particular recovery
order, and recover a large set of related VMs together rather than having to
failover several smaller groups of VMs.7

Administrative features
VRP also offers some advantages to large enterprises through basic
administration tasks. The VRP Resiliency Manager offers centralized
management of all data centers, VMs, resiliency groups, and the like.
Administrators can create and monitor resiliency groups and virtual business
services, generate reports, create and automate tasks, test failovers, and
conduct disaster recovery activities as necessary all from the same console.8,9
Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0, by default, has a separate console for each Zerto
Virtual Manager (ZVM) deployed. Each separate site will have at least one
ZVM, meaning a separate console for each site.10
Zerto does offer two tools that help centralize their environment: Zerto
Analytics and Zerto Cloud Manager. Zerto Analytics is a web-based console
that shows a dashboard-style summary of all Zerto sites and VPGs as well
as some reporting options. Users can click through the analytics site to
get to the management site for each VPG.11 Zerto Cloud Manager allows
administrators to set up multi-tenancy to manage who sees what resources.
Again, while there is no direct management option in the Cloud Manager,
there are links to the ZVM web console for each data center.12
VRP offers extensive, built-in task automation, allowing users to create
blueprints or resiliency plans to automate migrations, rehearsals, and
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more.13 Users can also create evacuation plans that
allow for migration of multiple resiliency groups and/
or VBSs simultaneously.14 Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0
does not have built-in task automation. Instead, they
offer PowerShell Scripts and REST APIs to allow users
to create their own automations. Zerto Replication 6.0
includes sample scripts and documentation for using these
tools.15 However, Veritas offers the ability to automate
tasks quickly and easily within the management console,
providing built-in task automation that should not require
users to develop scripts prior to being able to automate more
complex functions.
VRP also has robust reporting tools to help administrators keep
track of the environment. Administrators can use the reports to
learn about their inventory, assess disaster recovery operations,
and track risks. Admins can also filter reports by several different
views such as globally, by application, by VMs, by resiliency groups,
and more.16 Meanwhile, in their per-site ZVM consoles, Zerto
Replication 6.0 offers only six reports, showing outbound protection
over time, protection over time by site, recovery, resources, monthly
usage, and VPG performance.17 Additionally, Zerto Analytics offers
a few options that cover RPO, journal status, and networking over a
maximum of the last 30 days.18

Miscellaneous features
VRP offers even more features suited for the large enterprise business,
including DNS integration, built-in encryption, and scaling.
DNS integration
VRP fully integrates with a company’s DNS servers, allowing users to
manage their IPs and security through DNS servers as usual.19 Zerto Virtual
Replication 6.0 does not natively integrate with DNS servers, though they do
offer scripting for DNS integration of managed VMs.20,21
Built-in encryption
VRP also gives users the option to add encryption to the Data Mover
pairs, ensuring that the link between data centers that VMs use to migrate
is encrypted.22 Zerto Replication 6.0 does not offer any native encryption
between sites.23
Scaling
While both products allow for scaling to large numbers of VMs, servers, and data
centers, Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0 requires every server hosting protected VMs
to also host a Virtual Replication Appliance (VRA). The VRA is a small appliance that
directly manages the VMs on each host. While small, it does use resources on every
single host across each site. Zerto recommends two vCPUs and 4 GB of RAM for each
VRA.24 The VRP VM manager, Infrastructure Management Server (IMS), is deployed
on a single host per site and can manage assets consisting of several hosts and VMs
per site.25
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Third-party integrations
Finally, VRP offers integration with several third-party replication
technologies: EMC SRDF, NetApp SnapMirror, Hitachi True
Copy/Hitachi Universal Replicator, EMC Recover Point, HPE
3PAR Remote Copy, IBM XIV, IBC SVC, and Microsoft Hyper-V
Replica.26 Zerto Virtual Replication 6.0 does not offer readymade integrations for any of these third-party assets. For large
enterprises currently invested in any of these products, a
solution that comes ready to plug into existing technologies
is a big advantage.

Conclusion
In researching these two solutions for virtual machine
replication, we found that Veritas Resiliency Platform 3.2
offered a few key benefits over Zerto Virtual Replication
6.0 when it comes to large enterprises. With centralized
management, built-in task automation, DNS integration,
and more, VRP may be a solution worth exploring for your
enterprise business needs.
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